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ABSTRACT: Poor cycling stability and rate capability significantly limit the commercial applications of silicon (Si) anode, due
to the huge volume change and poor electronic and ionic conductivity of Si. Combining Si with SiO2 and carbon (C) can
effectively improve the structural stability of electrode, but common carbon coating still suffers from the problem of
comparatively low ionic conductivity. Here we designed and developed a core−shell structural Si@SiO2@C/Se anode with high
ionic conductivity and structural stability by loading selenium (Se) into a carbon framework. Remarkably, it exhibits a high rate
capability (612 mAh g−1 at 8 A g−1) and ultrahigh initial columbic efficiency (80.8%), which is much higher than ordinary Si/
SiO2-based anode (50−60%). In addition, it shows an excellent cycling performance, which is about 1560 mAh g−1 after 150
charging/discharging cycles at the current density of 0.5 A g−1. This work provides a new technology to design high capacity
alloy-type lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) anode.
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■ INTRODUCTION

LIBs are of great importance in our daily life as they are
indispensably used for intelligent devices, battery electric
vehicles and other energy storage systems.1−3 Therefore, many
high-energy density materials have been studied for LIBs to
meet the requirement for high specific capacity and
cyclability.4 Among the potential LIBs anode materials, Si is
a promising candidate for high-performance LIB anodes due to
following reasons: first, Si has an ultrahigh theoretical specific
capacity (∼3579 mAh g−1, Li15Si4),

5 which is much higher than
that of commercial graphite (∼372 mAh g−1).6 Additionally, Si
has a moderate lithiation voltage plateau (<0.5 V vs Li+/Li),
which can give a good balance between a reasonable open
circuit potential retention and avoidance of the dendrite
formation resulting from the lithium plating.7 Moreover, Si is
the second most abundant element in the Earth’s crust and is
environmentally friendly.8 Unfortunately, it is still quite
challenging to fulfill the application of a Si anode in
commercial LIBs, whose huge volume change (∼300%) during
lithium ion insertion/extraction processes would cause severe

capacity fading, resulting from the cracking and pulverization
together with the disconnection to the current collector of Si
anode.9,10 Furthermore, due to the relatively low electrode
potential of lithium ion insertion/extraction (below to ∼1 V vs
Li+/Li), it is thermodynamically favorable for the carbonate
electrolyte decomposition. The decomposed products would
deposit and form a solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI). The SEI
stability at the interface between electrode and the electrolyte
is critical for obtaining long cycling life.11 Different from the
commercial graphite that forms dense and stable SEI and
prevents further side chemical reactions, a huge volume change
during charge/discharge cycles in Si anode results in the
instability of SEI. The continual crush and re-formation of SEI
consume lithium ions and lead to the fast decay of
capacity.12,13 Therefore, a stable structure and excellent
mechanical properties of Si-based anode are necessary.
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The volume expansion can be effectively alleviated by
reducing the size of bulk Si into nanoscale to improve the
cycling performance. Recently, various nanostructural Si
anodes have been designed, such as nanowires (NWs),
nanotubes (NTs), nanofilm, nanoparticles (NPs), and so
on.14−16 Most of these nanostructures are fabricated by a series
of complex and costly methods like chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) and magnetron sputtering.17,18 Furthermore, these
nanostructural Si materials are still directly exposed to the
electrolyte, so it is hard to form a thin and stable SEI film. To
resolve this problem, conformal coatings are extensively
researched to avoid the immediate contact between Si and
electrolyte. Some coating materials have been fabricated with a
good chemical stability during Si redox process, such as a part
of metal oxides, conductive polymers and carbon.19−21

Recently, the Si/SiOx/C composite anodes were investigated
widely, because SiOx in this matrix can effectively alleviate the
volume change of Si and C provides a conductive framework
and structural support.22 But the irreversible reaction during
first cycle, poor electric and ionic conductivity of SiOx result to
poor rate capability and low initial columbic efficiency (ICE)
(50−60%), which seriously restrictions its commercial
application.23 Besides, charge−discharge reaction rate is
diffusion controlled.24 Therefore, another key character of
high-performance anode is having high ionic conductivity to
reduce the resistance of the diffusion of lithium ion. Relatively
high ionic conductivity means that it can diminish the
polarization effect caused by the difference of conduction
efficiency between lithium ion and electron.
Se has a similar lithium ion insertion/extraction behavior

with sulfur and possesses a much higher ionic conductivity.
Meanwhile, Se exhibits a relative high-voltage plateau (1.5−3 V
vs Li+/Li), and lithiated Se can improve the lithium ion
transmission efficiency.25,26 However, due to the dissolveability
of polyselenide intermediates, bulk Se exhibits an unstable
cycling performance. But the C/Se composite Se composed
with microporous carbon can give an interaction between Se
and the carbon framework to restrain the shuttle effect of
polyselenide.27,28 Therefore, the C/Se composite can be used
as a promising coating candidate material for Si-based anode to
get longer cycling life and higher rate capability.
Herein, we design a high-performance Si-based anode

material consisting of a core of Si with a surface oxide layer
and a shell of C/Se composites (Si@SiO2@C/Se). The
innovative C/Se composite coating layer with high ionic
conductivity and mechanical properties has been synthesized
and applied as the coating layer of the Si-based anode. The
Si@SiO2@C/Se anode maintains a high specific capacity of
1560 mAh g−1 after 150 charge/discharge cycles at the current
density of 0.5 A g−1 and a favorable rate capability of 612 mAh
g−1 at 8 A g−1. Furthermore, a series of electrochemical and
morphological characterization show that the ionic conductiv-
ity and structural stability of electrode have been improved by
introducing a C/Se composite coating layer into Si-based

anode. A new method for designing high-performance Si-based
LIBs anode is provided.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 illustrates the synthesis process of Si@SiO2@C/Se
NPs. The Si@SiO2 NPs are commercially available Si NPs with
∼2 nm thick native oxide layer and the average grain size is
about 50 nm. (Figure S1). During the first discharge process,
the SiO2 outlayer can react with Li to form a Si, LixO, and
lithium silicate passivation layer, which can provide a
supporting function to restrain the volume change of Si in
subsequent cycles to improving the cycling performance of
electrode.29 The resorcinol/formaldehyde (RF) resin polymer
shell is used as carbon precursor, which is synthesized by a
sol−gel process.30 Then, the microporous Si@SiO2@C NPs
are obtained by carbonization under an argon atmosphere.
Lastly, the loading of Se is realized through a melting−
diffusion process. The Si@SiO2@C/Se NPs present a core−
shell structure consisting of a core of Si@SiO2 and a ∼8 nm
thick shell of the C/Se composite (Figure S2), which can be
further revealed by the high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM) image (Figure 2a). Meanwhile, it

shows an interplanar spacing of 0.31 nm, which corresponds to
Si (111) planes (JCPDS No. 27-1402). The distribution of Si,
O, C, and Se are characterized by high-angle annular dark field
(HAADF) scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM). As shown in Figure 2b−g, the distribution of Si, C,
and O demonstrates that the SiO2 layer is distributed on the
surface of Si and C is coated on the SiO2 layer. In addition, the
Se map matches well with the C map, indicating Se is confined
in the host of the microporous carbon coating layer uniformly.
The XRD patterns of samples are shown in Figure 3a, the
sharp diffraction peaks in Si@SiO2@C and Si@SiO2C/Se
patterns all match well with the Si standard card (JCPDS No.

Figure 1. Synthesis process of Si@SiO2@C/Se NPs.

Figure 2. (a) HRTEM image of Si@SiO2@C/Se. (b, c) HAADF-
STEM images of Si@SiO2@C/Se and its corresponding elemental
maps of (d) Si, (e) O, (f) C, and (g) Se.
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27-1402), A weak broad peak appears around 23°, which
comes from to the diffraction of SiO2 or amorphous carbon.31

Therefore, no peak of Se is observed in Si@SiO2@C and Si@
SiO2C/Se, demonstrating that Se exists in a highly dispersed
amorphous state. Raman spectra of Se, Si@SiO2@C, and Si@
SiO2C/Se are displayed in Figure 3b, and no obvious peaks of
Se appear in the spectra of Si@SiO@C/Se, which agrees with
the XRD pattern, indicating that amorphous Se occupies the
pores of carbon.32 The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) is carried out to further examine chemical states of the
Se in the carbon framework (Figure 3c). The fitted peaks at
56.3 and 55.5 eV are assigned to Se 3d 3/2 and Se 3d 5/2,
respectively, due to the spin−orbit coupling. In addition, there
is a weak broad peak at 59.3 eV, which attributed to the Se−C
bonds formed by the reaction between Se and carbonyl groups
during the melting−diffusion process.33

In order to further confirm the occupation of Se in the
carbon framework, the nitrogen adsorption/desorption iso-
therms of Si@SiO2@C and Si@SiO2@C/Se are shown in
Figure 3d, which displays a typical type I curve and reflects a
microporous-rich structure of Si@SiO2@C. Figure 3e
describes pore size distribution of the two samples. With the
loading of Se into the microporous carbon framework, the

BET surface area and adsorption pore volume dramatically
decrease from 149.03 m2 g−1 and 0.27 cm3 g−1 to 44.99 m2 g−1

and 0.13 cm3 g−1 respectively, indicating that micropores in
Si@SiO2@C are occupied by Se. In order to calculate the mass
fraction of Se in Si@SiO2@C/Se, thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA) curves of pure Se, Si@SiO2@C, and Si@SiO2@C/Se
are tested under an argon atmosphere in Figure 3f,
respectively. The Se will evaporate completely between 250
and 460 °C under an argon atmosphere, and its content in Si@
SiO2@C/Se is 10.02 wt %. Otherwise, as shown in Figure S3,
the C content in Si@SiO2@C is 17.5 wt %.
The electrochemical performances of both Si@SiO2@C and

Si@SiO2@C/Se are measured using conventional carbonate
based electrolyte. The specific capacity of two electrodes is
calculated on mthe basis of the mass of active materials. The
CV curves of two electrodes are shown in Figure 4a,b,
respectively. The CV curves are tested under the scan rate of
0.1 mV s−1 in the voltage window 0.01−3 V. In the voltage
window 0.01−1.2 V, both electrodes demonstrate the typical
CV curves of Si. The appearance of a unique reduction peak
around 0.3 V in the first cycle and disappearance in subsequent
cycles can be attributed to the irreversible reduction reaction of
SiO2 with Li to form Si, LixO, and a series of lithium silicate.34

Figure 3. (a) XRD pattern and (b) Raman spectra of Se, Si@SiO2@C, and Si@SiO2@C/Se. (c) XPS spectra of Se 3d. (d) N2 adsorption/
desorption isotherms and (e) pore size distributions of Si@SiO2@C and Si@SiO2@C/Se. (f) TGA curves of Si@SiO2@C, Si@SiO2@C/Se, and
pure Se. The boxed part in the XRD pattern shown in (a) may come from diffraction of carbon or SiO2.
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The sharp reduction peak below 0.1 V is correlated with the
lithiation process of Si. In the cathodic scan curves, the two
oxidation peaks at 0.37 and 0.55 V are attributed to the
delithiation process of LixSi.

35 Noticeably, there is one pair of
redox peaks in the CV curves of Si@SiO2@C/Se in the voltage
window 1.2−3 V, which can be attributed to the redox process
of Se with Li. In addition, only one pair of redox peaks
indicates the good reversibility and stability of Li2Se and Se
with no soluble polyselenide forming during cycling.32 The
appearance of a reduction peak at 1.6 V in the first cycle and
following transfer to 1.8 V in subsequent cycles can be
attributed to the activation process of Se in the first cycle.36 In
contrast, no obvious peak appears in the CV curves of Si@
SiO2@C in the voltage window 1.2−3.0 V. A similar
phenomenon can be observed in the galvanostatic charge/
discharge voltage profiles of two electrodes in the first three
cycles shown in Figure 4c,d. When the voltage window changes
to 0.01−1.2 V after the third cycle, there is only one pair of
obvious voltage plateaus, which account for the only lithiation/
delithiation process of Si in this voltage window. The reaction
mechanism of Se in the C framework is proposed and shown in
Figure 4e. First, the ring-like Sen transfers to chain-like Sen, and

then the lithium ion inserts chain-like Sen to form Li2Se after
the first discharging process until 0.01 V. When charged to 3 V,
chain-like Sen re-forms instead of forming the original ring-like
Sen.

37 When discharged to 0.01 V, Li2Se forms again, but when
charged to 1.2 V, Li2Se still exists in the C framework, which is
in accordance with the CV and galvanostatic discharge/charge
voltage profiles in the fourth cycle (Figure S4). There is no
obvious oxidation peak and voltage plateau in the fourth cycle,
indicating that Li2Se in the carbon framework is stable during
cycling.
The redox reaction rate depends on diffusion of lithium ions.

The diffusion coefficient (DLi
+) can be calculated on the basis

of the Randles−Sevcik eq (eq 1) for a semi-infinite diffusion of
lithium ion.

i nF
nFD
RT

AC v0.4663p =
(1)

where the R, T, and F are the gas constant, temperature, and
Faraday constant, respectively. A, C, and n are the electrode
area, concentration of lithium ion, and charge of transfer
electrons, respectively. D, ip, and v stand for the lithium ion
diffusion coefficient, peak current, and voltage scan rate,

Figure 4. CV curves for (a) Si@SiO2@C/Se and (b) Si@SiO2@C electrodes. Charging/discharging curves of the (c) Si@SiO2@C/Se and (d) Si@
SiO2@C electrodes. (e) Proposed delithiation/lithiation processes of Se in C framework.
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respectively. Both electrodes are prepared and tested by the
same procedure. Therefore, the Randles−Sevcik equation can
be simplified as

i a D vp = (2)

The a in eq 2 can be considered as a constant and a D is
defined as apparent diffusion coefficient of lithium ion in the
cells.38 The CV curves of two electrodes after 20 cycles in the
voltage window of 0.01−1.2 V at the scan rate from 0.05 to 0.8
mV s−1 are shown in Figure 5a,b, and the values of current
peak in CV curves depend on the lithium ion diffusion and
scan rate. The linear fitting curves are displayed in Figure 5c,
indicating that the lithium ion diffusion coefficient of Si@
SiO2@C/Se is obviously higher than that of Si@SiO2@C. It
also illustrates indicates that loading of Se into the carbon
framework significantly shortens the lithium iontransport
pathway and accelerates the diffusion rate of the lithium ion,
both of which lead to the improvement of reaction kinetics,
lithium storage, and rate capability of the Si@SiO2@C/Se
electrode. In order to confirm this deduction, Figure 5d
displays the comparison of the rate capability of two

electrodes, where the voltage window is set at 0.01−3 V in
first three cycles to ensure the complete reaction of Se, and the
voltage window is changed to 0.01−1.2 V in the subsequent
cycles. The specific capacities of 1505, 1232, 936, and 612
mAh g−1 are achieved at current densities of 1, 2, 4, and 8 A
g−1, respectively. In order to further realize the stability of the
Si@SiO2@C/Se electrode during the high-rate charge/
discharge process, the current density is returned back to 0.5
A g−1, and the specific capacity recovers to 1559 mAh g−1,
which demonstrates its good structural stability. Remarkably, at
the high rate of 8 A g−1, the specific capacity of the Si@SiO2@
C/Se electrode is 13.9 times higher than that of the Si@SiO2@
C electrode (44 mAh g−1). In the meantime, the Si@SiO2@C/
Se electrode exhibits an excellent cycling performance. The
comparison of cycling performance between the two electrodes
is shown in Figure 5e. The Si@SiO2@C/Se electrode exhibits
an excellent cycling stability, a high reversible capacity that can
be maintained at 1560 mAh g−1 after 150 cycles, and about
91.2% capacity retention (vs fifth cycle), which is about 0.06%
capacity fading per cycle. The excellent cycling stability is
attributed to the superior structure stability of the C/Se
composite coating layer. Noticeably, the specific capacity of the

Figure 5. CV curves of (a) Si@SiO2@C/Se and (b) Si@SiO2@C electrodes at different scan rates. (c) Linear relationship of peak currents vs V1/2

s−1/2 and the corresponding linear fits. Comparison of (d) rate capability at different current densities and (e) cycle performance at 0.5 A g−1 for the
Si@SiO2@C and Si@SiO2@C/Se electrodes.
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Si@SiO2@C/Se electrode achieves 2149 mAh g−1 during the
first discharge, which is lower than that of the Si@SiO2@C
anode because of the existence of low theoretical specific
capacity Se in the Si@SiO2@C/Se electrode. And the specific
capacity of the Si@SiO2@C/Se electrode is reduced when the
voltage window is transferred from 0.01−3 to 0.01−1.2 V,
which can be attributed to Se no longer participating in the
redox reaction during cycling. In contrast, the Si@SiO2@C
electrode has a severe decay in the first 20 cycles, which is
about 59.2% capacity retention (vs fifth cycle). Otherwise, the
Si@SiO2@C/Se electrode exhibits a high ICE (80.8%), which
is a large progress for Si/SiO2-based anode materials. And the
Coulombic efficiency (CE) of Si@SiO2@C/Se is higher than
that of Si@SiO2@C in subsequent cycles and maintains a value
over 98% in the 150th cycle. (Figure S5). A higher CE means
less irreversible reaction in charge/discharge cycles due to the
fewer structure changes and more stable SEI formed on the
surface of electrode during cycling.
Compared with reported Si/SiOx/C anode materials, Si@

SiO2@C/Se has shown a competitive energy storage capability
(Table. 1). The specific capacity of this innovative anode at

different rates is higher than most reported results.22,34,39−45

Meanwhile, the cycling performance of Si@SiO2@C/Se has
reached a relatively high level in Si/SiOx/C (0 < x ≤ 2) anode
materials. Additionally, the ICE of Si@SiO2@C/Se as high as
80.8% can effectively reduce the loading of the cathode
material in the full cell, which makes the composites more
likely commercially used.46

Polymer-derived carbon contains a lot of defects,47 which
leads to a microporous structure of the carbon framework. In
order to investigate the mechanism of enhanced structural
stability by loading Se into the carbon framework, the binding
energy of Se and the carbon framework is calculated by the
first-principles method (details in the Supporting Information).
Se can occupy the micropores in carbon, and Li is embedded

around Se. The strong bond energy between C and Se can
significantly enhance the structural stability of carbon frame-
work. According to the optical and SEM images (Figure S7
and S8), the Si@SiO2@C/Se electrode exhibits higher
structural stability than the Si@SiO2@C electrode. After 10
cycles, plenty of active materials detached from the Cu current
collector in the Si@SiO2@C electrode. Such huge structural
changes of the electrode during cycling leads to a low CE and
an unstable SEI. In contrast, due to the excellent mechanical
stability of the C/Se composite, the structural integrity of the
Si@SiO2@C/Se electrode is maintained during cycling. As the
previous study shows, the SEI components of a Si/C-based
electrode in carbonate electrolyte include Li2CO3, LiF, and
Li2O,

48 from which the existence and distribution of the SEI
can be identified by the elements O and F to some extent. As
shown in Figure 6, the surface morphology of Si@SiO2@C/Se
and Si@SiO2@C electrodes are characterized by SEM and
energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) mapping. Uniform distributions
of the O and F elements on the surface of the Si@SiO2@C/Se
electrode are observed, which indicate the formation of stable
SEI on the surface of the electrode, attributed to the high
structural stability of the C/Se composite. In contrast, the
surface morphology of the Si@SiO2@C electrode is rougher
than that of the Si@SiO2@C/Se electrode. Meanwhile, the
distributions of O and F elements are not even. These are
ascribed to the huge structural changes during cycling, which
result in a compromised mechanical stability of the whole
electrode and an unstable SEI on the surface of the Si@SiO2@
C electrode. Consequently, the introducing of C/Se coating
layer can significantly enhance the mechanical stability of Si@
SiO2@C/Se, which leads to a more stable SEI at the surface of
the electrode, and a higher CE in charge/discharge cycles is
obtained.
As mentioned above, the superior properties of the Si@

SiO2@C/Se anode are mainly attributed to the excellent ionic
conductivity and structural stability of the C/Se composite
coating layer. The migration energy of the lithium ion in Li2Se
is relatively low, even lower than that in some components of
SEI (Li2O, LiF).

49 The Li2Se in C framework can act as a fast
ion diffusion channel between Si and electrolytes, which
reduces the polarization effect caused by the difference of
conduction efficiency between lithium and the electron and
results in high rate capability and cycle stability. In addition,
Li2Se has a stronger interaction with the carbon framework,32

which can enhance the structural stability of the C/Se
composite and ensure the mechanical stability of the electrode.
In the meantime, the excellent mechanical stability of the
electrode can reduce adverse effects caused by the large
volume change of Si particles, the pulverization and shedding
of active materials, and the low CE for instance.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have designed and synthesized a double-
layer core−shell nanostructural Si-based anode with high
cycling performance and ionic conductivity using an innovative
C/Se composite coating layer. The Si@SiO2@C/Se electrode
exhibits a comparatively high specific capacity of 1560 mAh g−1

at 0.5 A g−1 after 150 charge/discharge cycles; even at high rate
of 8 A g−1, the specific capacity can be maintained about 612
mAh g−1. Besides, this innovative LIBs anode exhibits an
ultrahigh ICE of 80.8%, which is higher than those of general
Si/SiOx/C composite anodes reported before. The excellent
performance can be attributed to high ionic conductivity and

Table 1. Electrochemical Performance of the Si@SiO2@C/
Se Electrode Compared with Si-Based Anode Materials in
Previous Works

materials

cycling stability
(mAh g−1)/cycles/
current density

(A g−1)

rate apability
(mAh g−1)/

current density
(A g−1)

ICE
(%) ref

double core−shell
structured Si@
SiO2@C/Se
nanocomposite

1560/150/0.5 612/8 80.8 this
work

Si@SiO2/C
composite

1070/200/0.42 586/8.4 61 34

annealed Si/SiOx/
PAN composite

988/100/0.1 800/1 58.4 39

amorphous-Si@
SiOx/C composite

1230/100/0.5 77 40

boron doping Si/
SiO2/C

1279/100/0.5 685/6.4 71 22

amorphous Si@SiOx/
Cr/C

810/200/0.1 570/0.8 61 41

carbon coated Si/
SiOx nanospheres

740/100/0.2 825/2 78 42

Si@SiOx/Ni/
graphite composite

742.3/100/0.1 60.1 43

Si-SiOx-cristobalite/
graphite

990/150/0.1/ 380/1.6 63.2 44

porous Si and SiO2/
CNTs

1200/200/0.5 800/2 70 45
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excellent mechanical stability of the C/Se composite coating
layer compared with ordinary carbon coating. Furthermore,
this core−shell Si-based nanoparticle has lower manufacturing
costs and easier fabrication techniques. In addition, this
innovative material as coating layer can be applied to improve
the cycling performance of other high capacity alloy-type
anode materials.

■ METHODS
Synthesis of the Core−Shell Structure Si@SiO2@C Nano-

particles. Si nanoparticles without hydrofluoric acid treatment are
with ∼2 nm thickness surface native SiO2 layer, which is named Si@
SiO2. For the synthesis of Si@SiO2@C, 400 mg of Si@SiO2 is
dispersed in 124 mL of deionized water and the mixture is sonicated
for 60 min first; then 15 mg of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide
(CTAB) and 400 μL of NH3·H2O (28 wt %) are added in turn to the
mixture, which is kept stirring for 30 min. Then 160 mg of resorcinol
and 250 μL of formaldehyde are added into the mixture individually
under slight stirring, and the mixture is continuously stirred for 12 h at
room temperature. Si@SiO2@P (phenolic resin) is obtained by
consequently centrifuging at 9000 rpm and then washing three times
using ethanol. In order to obtain the carbonizing phenolic resin
coating, the dried Si@SiO2@P powders are transferred to a tube
furnace and heated under 50 sccm Ar at 800 °C for 3 h, and the
heating rate is set as 5 °C min−1. Finally, the core−shell structural Si@
SiO2@C nanoparticles are acquired.
Loading Se. Se is loaded into the carbon coating layer by the

melting−diffusion method, which is similar to the case of the sulfur−
carbon system. Si@SiO2@C and Se powders (at the fixed Si@SiO2@
C:Se weight ratio of 2:1) are separately loaded in two quartz boats,
which are then placed in a quartz tube and heated at 350 °C for 12 h
in a tube furnace with flowing Ar (50 sccm) to obtain the Si@SiO2@
C/Se nanoparticles.
Characterizations. The morphology and elements distribution of

the core−shell structural Si@SiO2@C/Se NPs are investigated by
TEM and HRTEM (Tecnai G2 F30, FEI, USA) equipped with an
EDX analyzer (EDAX, AMTEK Co., Ltd., USA). The component of
as prepared samples is characterized by XRD (Philip X’Pert pro
diffractometer), Raman spectra (LabRam HR-800), and XPS
(ESCALAB 250Xi electron spectrometer). N2 sorption isotherms
are measured at 77 K with an ASAP 2020 (Micromeritics, US), and
the pore size distribution is calculated by the density functional theory
(DFT) method from the adsorption branches of the isotherms. The
Se content of Si@SiO2@C/Se is determined by TGA (Pyris Diamond
TG/DTA). The surface morphology and EDX mapping of electrode
are observed by Hitachi S-4800 and FEI Apreo S.

Electrode Fabrication and Electrochemical Characteriza-
tion. The slurry is prepared by mixing Si@SiO2@C/Se, super P, and
SA (weight ratio of 8:1:1); then the slurry is coated on a copper
current collector and dried at 80 °C overnight. The Si@SiO2@C/Se
electrodes are sealed in 2032 coin cells to evaluate the electrochemical
properties, which are assembled in an Ar-filled glovebox. Si@SiO2@
C/Se is the working electrode, Li metal foil is the counter electrode,
and the Celgard 2325 membrane is used as separator; 1 M LiPF6 is
solved in ethylene carbonate and dimethyl carbonate (volume ratio of
1:1) as the electrolyte. Cells with Si@SiO2@C are fabricated using the
same procedure. The CV is measured using a CHI660E electro-
chemical workstation (Chen Hua Shanghai Corp., China) at the scan
rate of 0.05−0.8 mV s−1 in the voltage range 0.01−1.2 or 0.01−3 V.
The galvanostatic charge/discharge tests are measured using a LAND
CT2001A battery-testing instrument (LAND Wuhan Corp., China)
at 0.01−1.2 or 0.01−3 V.
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